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Life on Mars
Series 1 Episode 1
These are only suggestions and are only for the very beginning of the text. The notes are intended 
to offer guidance and points for discussion for teachers working with their students in class. 
Students may wish to use the worksheets or you may prefer to produce your own. It is expected 
that similar analysis will be undertaken of other ‘key’ sequences.

Opening 

• Credits - black and white, sans-serif font - connotations of POLICE font.

• Credits intercut with wheels spinning - this spiral motif connotes disorientation and is a motif 
which continues throughout. It can beread as an intertextual reference to Hitchcock’s ‘Vertigo’.

• Classic convention - 70s action music.

• Desaturated colour with colour palette of greys and blues - masculine and gritty .

• Title in crosshair - like a rifle sight.

• Setting - high rise flats, terraced houses, bin bags - root it in working class, Northern environment.

• Generic codes as car pulls up - diegetic squealing of brakes. Police vehicles and uniformed 
police.

• Tyler framed dominantly on right, suited with a tie - precise and by the book.

• Reads rights (generic convention) perfectly - this is a man who does things by the book.

• Typical situation of raid on suspect’s house, followed by chase. Closed frames within the house 
connote entrapment - used throughout the series.

• Tyler as active protagonist - chase through back alleys, scaling walls. Use of hand-held camera 
creates a sense of immersion in the action and this alongside the POV shots, position the 
audience within the narrative with Sam.

• Iconography of taser and handcuffs.

• Police station - building looms over everything as it is shot from a low-angle, connoting the 
power of the law but also its permanence compared to the transient nature of human life (it 
has been there since the 70s and also gives the audience a narrative reference point when we 
see it again). 

• Uniformed police and vehicles are evident. Todorov - cause and effect links - we see this again 
in the parallel but different world of 1973.

• The interview room is modern, almost clinical. Tyler arranges pens on table with laptop (21st 
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Century  technology). His precision also reflects his personality - he likes everything in its place. 
Precise again - “commenced at 1.19”. 

• Camera again is an example of 21st Century  technology and links to theme of “looking”. Set up 
with prisoner flanked (Protected? Trapped? ) by Lawyer, Social Worker, Psychiatrist. Contrasts 
with 1973 and establishes ideology of present day in terms of our vision of appropriate justice 
and treatment of suspects.

• Binary opposition of cop/suspect created by positioning across the table. The frames are still 
closed - who is trapped?

• Other iconography such as photographs of the victim and evidence bags are iconic of the 
genre.

• Tyler’s comment “not awash with ambiguity” establishes his intelligence and articulacy.

• Colin Raimes is the stereotypical criminal figure - hoodie with stubble and unkempt. CCTV 
again suggests watching.

The Office

• In the office, Sam is focused on his computer monitor. This is a man who relies on and trusts 
technology. He focuses on the forensic evidence - the fibres - and is data driven. 

• Tyler does not communicate emotion easily - he hesitates in his conversation with Maya. Their 
relationship is established here and the fact that they are having problems compounds his 
later feelings of guilt. She challenges him “You used to believe in gut feeling. What happened?” 
but his professional self takes over as he is ruthless in his decision to stand her down from 
the case. It is as if the police force has de-humanised him “What use are feelings in this room?” 
“Why are you shutting me out?”

• The personal/profession binary opposition which drives so many crime narratives is evident 
here.

• The iconography of watercooler and mobile phone.

• When Maya reveals she is tailing Raimes (convention) Sam uses police jargon “back up” and the 
location (Satchmore Rd) creates a cause/effect link with 1973. 

• The CU on Tyler creates a ‘scene of empathy’ (Carl Plantinga) and the audience realise he is 
emotionally involved.

• The bleak, gritty setting of the crime scene of the playground with the towering flats again 
connotes the frailty of human life. The empty swing signifies the end of innocence. 

• Maya’s white shirt (connotes innocence) is stained with blood - danger and is foregrounded 
within the frame to emphasise its importance.
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• Iconic crime tape and jargon are evident here - “Preserve the scene. Call in SOCO”. However 
emotionally involved, the job comes first. This is emphasised by the low angled shot on Sam 
and his tightly buttoned suit – repressed, ordered personality.

The first scenes establish:

• The contemporary setting

• Sam Tyler’s personality and attitudes – the beginning of the character arc which will run 
throughout the series (representations and how they are constructed through media language)

• Genre - classic crime/cop drama conventions

• The narrative strand of Colin Raimes and the case which will be parallel in 1973

• Contemporary ideologies

• Narrative causality – Todorov - the “effect” will be seen in 1973

The Accident

• Tyler’s emotion is revealed by the cu in the car of his tears. He hits the wheel and mouths 
expletives, revealing his vulnerability and enabling the audience to empathise with him once 
more. 

• The strength of his emotions is emphasised by the audio codes - the diegetic sound disappears 
and we only hear the music soundtrack. It’s as if we are already in a dream or nightmare and 
the fact that we can’t hear him speak reinforces his inability to voice emotion as identified in 
the previous scene.

• Diegetic sound resumes abruptly and shockingly with the squeal of brakes as he just misses 
the car. The cu on the iPod reveals the low battery (foreshadowing his own “battery life”). 

• The Bowie track “Life on Mars” is playing - “A friend is nowhere to be seen... (emphasising his 
isolation) …As she walks through a sunken dream” (the dream like qualities of the narrative are 
reinforced).

• As Tyler emerges from the car the camera is at floor level and the canted angles again create 
a sense of disorientation. 

• As he leans over the car, the BEV shot makes him look tiny as we see an ES of the Mancunian 
Way (essential for later in the narrative when it is under construction). 

• The parallel soundtrack is running “with the clearest view” and as Tyler exhales, the car that 
knocks him down comes out of nowhere, creating a sense of shock in the audience. There has 
been no narrative set up for this. 

• We cut back to the BEV and there is another canted shot of Sam lying on the floor.
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• A heartbeat can be heard and the flash effect cuts to a MCU of his face with open, staring eyes 
which close as we watch. 

• Diegetic sirens and the soundtrack are heard. 

• A similar flash cuts to an ECU of his closed eyes. We hear “stand clear” and the sound of a 
defibrillator as onscreen POV shots of leaves, sunlight and a rainbow form on the lens. This is 
intertextual (“Over the Rainbow” from “The Wizard of Oz”) and runs throughout the series. The 
narrative strands are intertwining, creating a similar disorientation in the audience.

• An eerie, echoing child’s voice whispers “Where are you?” and the POV shot follows shoes 
walking through the woods with hand-held camera, as if we are there.

• Is it a flashback? A dream? A flash of red is seen through the trees - enigma codes and symbolic 
code of danger or warning. 

• As the heart monitor beeps, another edit on a flash occurs as Sam’s eyes open and he sits up 
- suddenly, in one uncanny movement. 

• He is wearing different clothes - a huge collar on a beige shirt, signifying the 73 time frame. 
There is rubble (destruction) in the background where there was once the overpass.

• A 360° tracking shot in slow motion circles Tyler, creating a dizzying sense of vertigo as the 
setting is revealed to him (and the audience) - old buildings, a building site and an old mill with 
boarded and smashed windows. There are many hermeneutics - e.g. where are we?

• Tyler is revealed wearing a leather jacket and flares. As he attempts to recover, a uniformed PC 
with nostalgic helmet and 70s moustache appears. These visual codes indicate the transition 
in time.

• Their conversation is a series of non sequiturs - the Cherokee Jeep “military vehicle”, the 
“mobile” phone (as above).

• Tyler’s papers indicate he is a DI (demoted) from Hyde (cultural code connoting duality within 
personality, an alter ego). 

• The camera pans up a billboard of the Mancunian Way (coming soon), an intertextual reference 
to the “Lyon Estates” billboard seen by Marty McFly in “Back to the Future” which is also yet 
to be built. As the camera reveals the costumes and cars, he catches sight of his reflection in 
the wing mirror. He is evidently shocked by his costume but the distorted image has dream-
like qualities. The iconic but nostalgic police badge implies to the audience that we are in a 
different era. 

• Cut to a bridging shot of sky (connotations of other-worldliness) as Sam walks into shot. Again, 
there is a low angle shot of police station HQ - but this time with bicycles, a lamp and panda 
cars. We are clearly not in the present day.
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This sequence establishes:

• The surreal elements of the narrative and hints at Tyler’s backstory

• Enigma codes 

• The Todorovian disruption point within the narrative (initially started by Maya’s abduction)

• Intertextual elements – the beginnings of our awareness that this is a post-modern text

• Sam Tyler’s ‘displacement’ into another world and his vulnerability

• “Difference” within the genre (Neale)


